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The

SIX-MINUTE
SELF-TEST
HOW EFFECTIVE
IS YOUR
WRITING?

Your writing is you on paper: These 20 questions, prepared by the International Writing
Institute, will test writing skills. Some are easy, but some may surprise you . Average for
educated adults is 12 to 14 correct. Less than that, your writing is probably hurting your
career (and your company.)

The

SIX-MINUTE
SELF-TEST
In each of the first 10, select the version you consider best.
(All versions are grammatically correct.)
1.

(A) It was decided important changes would be made.
(B) We Decided to make important changes.

2.

(A) The branch chief like the idea. and, because Harry was worried about schedules, he liked it too.
(B) The branch chief liked the idea, and because Harry was worried about schedules, he liked it too.
(C) The branch chief liked the idea, and because Harry was worried about schedules, he liked it too.

3.

(A) The job was done badly.
(B) It would seem the execution was lacking in quality.

4.

(A) The compressor need oil, in all such units, proper lubrication is vital.
(B) The compressor need oil, in all such units, proper lubrication is vital.

5.

(A) Kendall is the only person he spoke to.
(B) Kendall is the only person to whom he spoke.

6.

(A) There is limited market potential for used aircraft.
(B) The market for used aircraft is small.

7.

(A) The writer devoted tow days to observing safety procedures.
(B) I observed safety procedures for two days.

8.

(A) White paint reflects sunlight and also makes most structures seem larger.
(B) White paint, which makes most structures seem larger, also reflects sunlight.

9.

(A) The leaves fell too soon.
(B) Defoliation occurred prematurely.

10.

(A) Past history proves the basic principle that we must produce them at top capacity.
(B) History proves we must produce them at capacity.
(C) History proves the principle that we must produce them at capacity.

The

SIX-MINUTE
SELF-TEST
In the next 10, mark the answer you consider correct.
11. Generally, the best way to organize a report is:
(A) Carefully build up to the conclusions, presenting the ideas in the order
that best points out the logic by which you arrived at those conclusions.
(B) Present the conclusions first, then explain how you arrived at them.
12. The most effective way to avoid sexism in your writing is to:
(A) Switch to the plural.
(B) Avoid personal references in either sex.
(C) Write “he or she” instead of ‘He.”
13. Passive voice verbs are easy to recognize by the fact that the action described
has already taken place.
True
False
14. Most writers have trouble getting started. Rather than putting it off to the last
minute, you can begin writing quickly and accurately by:
(A) Forcing yourself. That’s what you do at the end, anyhow.
(B) Making a random start in outline form.
(C) Writing a rough draft.
15. Brevity is one of the most important objectives in writing:
True
False
16. An important consideration in choosing words is:
(A) Large words use a form of shorthand and make the writing brief.
(B) Large words win the reader’s confidence by showing your education.
(C) Large words add beauty to your writing.
(D) All of the Above.
(E) None of the above.
17. The shorter a sentence is, the harder it hits.
True
False
18. Much of the great literature is hard to understand because:
(A) The English language has changed since it was written.
(B) The ideas are so difficult they can’t he expressed simply.
(C) Anglo-Saxon English contains more Latin than Norman English does.

The

SIX-MINUTE
SELF-TEST
19. By far the best way to improve your dictation skill is to:
(A) Agree in advance on who will be in charge of grammar and punctuation.
(B) Practice until you have confidence.
(C) Outline before you start dictating.

20. Everyone hates the opening, “In response to (or ‘in accordance with’) your
recent letter relative to . . .” What’s wrong with it?”
(A) The phrases are so overused they make the writer sound like a rubber stamp.
(B) The sentence structure forces the writer to reveal too mush as the beginning.
(C) Briefing the reader (telling why you were writing) is unnecessary.

ANSWERS TO WRITING SELF TEST
1(B); 2(A); 3(A); 4(B); 5(A); 6(B); 7(B); 8(A); 9(A); 10(B); 11(B); 12(A); 13 FALSE; 14(B); 15 FALSE; 16(B); 17 TRUE; 18 (A); 19©; 20(A).

If you scored . . . .

. . . . Your knowledge of writing is:

18-20

Excellent

15-17

Good

12-14

Average for the U.S., which is not very good

10-12

Poor

Under 10

Hurting your career

Remember; your writing is you on paper. It is the way you sell
your ideas, your products—the way you will lead and persuade
others. That is why almost every leader in every professional
field, considers writing to be one of the most valuable professional skills. It will surely make an important difference in your
career.
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